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NOISE ANALYSIS OF SWITCHED-CURRENT CIRCUITS
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ABSTRACT
The understanding of noise in analog sampled data systems is vital for the design of high resolution circuitry. In this paper a general description of sampled and held noise is presented. The noise calculations are verified by measurements on an analog delay line implemented using switched-current (SI) technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to optimize circuits in the discrete time domain the noise properties must be known. The noise calculations of sampled data systems are complicated as the noise is sampled and held involving two or more clock phases. In section 2 the fundamental theory of sampled and held noise is presented.

In order to verify the noise calculations a test circuit was designed. This circuit is a switched current (SI) delay line consisting of 12 current copiers that delays the input for 6 clock cycles \((n^2-1)^2\). This circuit and the measurements are presented in section 3 and these are compared with the theory developed in section 2. The noise calculation has finally been used to design a third order SI \(\Sigma\Delta\)-modulator[1], [2] and [3].

2. SAMPLED NOISE
In analog discrete time techniques such as switched capacitor and switched current the signals are sampled and held and thus the noise is also sampled and held. However, the bandwidth of the noise is normally larger than the sampling frequency and thus aliasing of the noise occurs. In the following the power spectral density (PSD) of sampled (actually undersampled) and held noise will be treated.

Assume that we have a bandlimited white noise source, \(v_{nh}(t)\), that is sampled. The sampled bandlimited white noise, \(v_{nh}^s(t)\), is expressed as:

\[
v_{nh}^s(t) = v_{nh}(t) \cdot \delta T(t)
\]

(1)

where \(\delta T(t)\) is an infinite sequence of delta functions equally spaced in time with a sampling period \(T\). From (1) the autocorrelation function for \(v_{nh}^s(t)\) is easily found to be:

\[
R_{nh}^s(t) = R_{nh}(t) \cdot f_s \delta_T(t)
\]

(2)

where \(f_s\) is the sampling frequency. Consequently, the PSD, \(S_{nh}^s(f)\), for the sampled bandlimited white noise is:

\[
S_{nh}^s(f) = S_{nh}(f) \cdot f_s^2 \delta_{f_s}(f)
\]

(3)

\[
S_{nh}^s(f) = f_s^2 \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} S_{nh}(f-nf_s)
\]

(4)

Now, the PSD, \(S_{nh}(f)\), for the bandlimited white noise is assumed to be bandlimited by the transfer function \(B(f)\), i.e., \(S_{nh}(f) = S_{nh}^w |B(f)|^2\) where \(S_{nh}^w\) denotes the PSD for the white noise. Inserting this into (4) gives:

\[
S_{nh}(f) = f_s^2 S_{nh}^w \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} |B(f-nf_s)|^2
\]

(5)

From [4] it is known that all of the noise power is folded down into the frequency band from 0 to \(f_s\). In [5] it is shown that this leads to the fact that \(\sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} |B(f-nf_s)|^2\) can be approximated by \(BWW(f)\), where \(BWW\) is the noise bandwidth. This approximation is valid as long as the cut-off frequency of the bandlimiting function \(|B(f)|\) is equal to or higher than the sampling frequency [5]. This condition is normally fulfilled in order to ensure proper settling behavior in the analog circuitry. Assuming that the white noise is bandlimited by a first order system with a cutoff frequency of \(\omega_0\), the noise bandwidth is \(BWW = \frac{\omega_0}{2}\) [5]. Therefore (5) can be written as:

\[
S_{nh}(f) = f_s^2 S_{nh}^w \frac{\omega_0}{2}
\]

(6)

Now, the noise is not only sampled but also held. Assuming that the sampled signal is held for a duration of \(\tau\) (6) becomes:

\[
S_{nh}^h(f) = \tau^2 \sin^2(\pi f \tau) f_s^2 S_{nh}^w \frac{\omega_0}{2}
\]

(7)

\[
S_{nh}^h(f) = D^2 \sin^2(\pi f \tau) S_{nh}^w \frac{\omega_0}{f_s}
\]

(8)

where \(D = \frac{\tau}{f_s}\) is the duty cycle.

Equation (8) describes the properties for the PSD of sampled and held white noise. In order to verify (8) a test circuit implemented in SI technique is designed.

3. A SI DELAY LINE
In order to verify (8) presented in the previous section a test circuit containing 12 cascaded current copiers (CCOPs) is designed. The circuit is shown in figure 1.

The output current can be taken from each CCOP, i.e., 12 output currents are available where the \(i\)th output current is delayed \((-\delta z^2)\) compared to the input current. The storage capacitances \(C_s\) is chosen so the power of the sampled and held noise in the CCOPs is quite large.

In order to calculate the noise from the SI delay line the term \(S_{nh}^w\) in (8) must be determined. The \(1/f\)-noise in SI circuits are exposed to correlated double sampling (CDS), i.e., it is highpass filtered [5]. Hence, the noise in SI circuits is dominated by the white noise sources. Also, the noise current from the cascode transistors \((M_{2,i} + M_{3,i})\) in figure 1) has no significant contribution to the overall noise current [5]. Thus, the noise current sources, in the CCOPs in figure 1, that contribute to the overall noise is the white noise sources from \(M_{1,i}\) and \(M_{4,i}\). Thus \(S_{nh}^w\) in (8) for a single CCOP is:

\[
S_{nh}^w = \frac{2}{3} KT (2g_m + g_m1 + g_m4 + g_m4)
\]

(9)
where \( g_{m1}, g_{m4}, g_{mb1}, \) and \( g_{mb4} \) is the transconductance and the transconductance to the bulk for \( M_{1,i} \) and \( M_{4,i} \), respectively. The bias voltages, \( V_{B2}, V_{B3} \), and \( V_{B4} \), are generated on-chip by a bias circuit. The noise from the bias generator does not contribute to the PSD, \( S_{\alpha\alpha} \), because large decoupling capacitances are connected to the bias lines (\( V_{B2}, V_{B3} \) and \( V_{B4} \)) resulting in a cutoff frequency of approximately 1 Hz for the noise sources in the bias generator.

The bandwidth of the CCOPs is given by:

\[
\omega_0 = \frac{g_{m1}}{C_s}
\]

(10)

where \( C_s \) is the storage capacitance. From figure 1 the storage capacitance can be found as:

\[
C_s = C_x + C_{gs1} + C_{gs2} + C_{gd1} + C_{gd3} + C_{xd3}
\]

(11)

where the gate-source and the gate-drain capacitances also include their respective overlap capacitances.

Finally, it should be mentioned that for each CCOP in figure 1 the current is read out using a current mirror.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

All of the measurements performed on the SI delay line are done using the FFT-analyzer HP3561A from Hewlett-Packard. The maximum frequency that can be measured, using this instrument, is 100 kHz. The output currents from the CCOPs are forced through a current-to-voltage converter constructed from a resistor and an Opamp. As the input resistance to the CCOP is extremely low (in the order of few ohms) a large external resistor, \( R_{in} \) (see, figure 1), is elegantly used to convert the external input voltage, \( V_{IN} \), to the input current, \( I_{in,1} \).

**Zero caused by sinc-function:** The sinc-function in (8) causes the noise to be suppressed at certain frequencies. This occurs when \( \text{sinc}(\pi fr) = 0 \), i.e., \( \pi f = q \pi \). Therefore the frequencies where the sinc is zero is given by:

\[
f = \frac{q \cdot f_s}{D} \quad q = 1, 2, \ldots
\]

(12)

This relation was verified by two series of measurements, one where the duty-cycle, \( D \), was set to 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 at a fixed sampling frequency of 10 kHz, and one where the sampling frequency was set to 5 kHz, 10 kHz and 20 kHz at a fixed duty-cycle of 0.50. The output current was taken from the last CCOP and the measured PSD is averaged 200 times. These measurements are shown in figure 2.

For a sampling frequency of 10 kHz the zeros are located at:

\[
f = \begin{cases} 
q \cdot 40 \text{kHz} & , D = 0.25 \\
q \cdot 20 \text{kHz} & , D = 0.50 \\
q \cdot 13.33 \text{kHz} & , D = 0.75
\end{cases}
\]

(13)

according to (12). These zeros are observed in figure 2 (a). Also, notice that the noise level at low frequencies changes as the duty-cycle is varied. This can be seen from (8) as the PSD is proportional to \( D^2 \). This will be studied in further details later.

Again, based on (12) the zeros will be located at:

\[
f = \begin{cases} 
q \cdot 40 \text{kHz} & , f_s = 20 \text{kHz} \\
q \cdot 20 \text{kHz} & , f_s = 10 \text{kHz} \\
q \cdot 10 \text{kHz} & , f_s = 5 \text{kHz}
\end{cases}
\]

(14)

for a fixed duty cycle of \( D = 0.50 \). These zeros are observed in figure 2 (b). Further, notice that the noise level at low frequencies changes as the sampling frequency is varied. This can be seen from (8) as the PSD is inversely proportional to \( f_s \). This, also, will be studied in further details later.

On each clock cycle some extra charge is stored on the storage capacitances due to charge injection and clock feedthrough phenomena in the CCOPs. This can be seen in figure 2 as the large spikes located at \( q \cdot f_s \).

**Effect of duty-cycle:** The power at the output of the CCOPs naturally drops to zero when the duty cycle approaches zero (only the continuous time noise from the output will be present). This can be seen from the first term in (8). To make the measurement more accurate this measurement was performed with a sinusoid at the input with a large amplitude. This can be done as the hold-function affects both the power of the noise and the sinusoid. The measurements are performed at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz and with an input sinusoid with a frequency of 5 kHz. Since a large signal is used the measured PSDs are only averaged.
Figure 2. Noise shaping due to hold function. (a) fixed frequency. (b) fixed duty-cycle.

20 times. The output current was taken from the last CCOP. From (8) it can be seen that the PSD at the output must be inversely proportional to $D^2$. In table 1 the PSD is shown as a function of the duty-cycle, also the normalized PSD is shown. The results clearly show that the PSD is proportional to $D^2$ as stated in (8).

**Dependency on the sampling frequency:** From (8) it can been seen that the PSD is inversely proportional to the sampling rate. To verify this, three measurements at different sampling rates were performed. During these measurements the PSD of the noise had to be measured. The measure PSDs, seen in table 2, are based on the average of 1000 FFT analysis in the frequency range $9kHz \leq f \leq 11kHz$. Again, the output current is taken from the last CCOP.

![Table 1. Power spectral density as a function of duty-cycle. Last column is the normalized power spectral density: $\frac{S_{Ah}(f)}{S_{Ah}(f)_{D=0.50}}$.](Image)

![Table 2. Measured power spectral densities for different sampling rates. Last column is the normalized power spectral density: $\frac{S_{Ah}(f)}{S_{Ah}(f)_{fs=100kHz}}$.](Image)

![Table 3. Measured power spectral densities for different quiescent currents. Last column is the normalized power spectral density: $\frac{S_{Ah}(f)}{S_{Ah}(f)_{I=3.70mA}}$.](Image)

The sampling frequency used during these measurements is 100kHz.

By comparing the expected and measured normalized values in table 2 it is clear that the PSD is inversely proportional to $f_s$.

**Dependency on quiescent current:** From (9) it can be seen that the PSD is proportional to $S_{Ah}$, and $\omega_0$ is proportional to $g_m$ in the CCOPs as $g_m \propto \sqrt{I}$. The PSD (averaged 1000 times) at the output of the last CCOP was measured for three different quiescent currents. The results are shown in table 3. The expected and the measured normalized PSD correspond very well.

**Spectral density of sampled and held noise:** The PSD of the sampled and held noise from a single CCOP cannot be measured directly as noise sources before the first CCOP will also be present. Furthermore, continuous time noise sources in the CCOP, that reads out the current, and continuous time noise sources on the PCB test board will also be measured. But as the SI delay line contains 12 cascaded CCOPs the PSD can be measured at the output of each and hence the PSD of the sampled and held noise for a single CCOP, $S_{Ah}(f)$, can be determined.

First, the PSD at the output of each CCOP must be found. The output noise from the first CCOP must naturally be the PSD of the sampled and held noise plus same extra PSD called $S_{Ah}(f)$ containing all other noise sources. The second CCOP naturally samples the noise sources from itself. Also, the noise sources from CCOP1 will be sampled and finally the noise that was sampled and held by the first CCOP is stored in CCOP2. Thus, the total PSD at the output of CCOP2 must be $3S_{Ah}(f) + S_{Ah}(f)$. Here it is assumed that the PSD $S_{Ah}(f)$ is the same no matter from which CCOP the output is taken. This is a fair assumption since all output section are designed identically and thus only the mismatch between these will cause $S_{Ah}(f)$ to differ from one output to another. The above argumentation can be continued and it can be seen that the PSD at the output of the $i$'th CCOP increase by $2S_{Ah}(f)$ compared to the PSD at the output of the proceeding CCOP. The PSD at the output of the $i$'th
CCOP can thus be expressed as:

$$S_{\alpha i}(f) = (2i-1)S_{\alpha b}(f) + S_{\alpha}(f), \quad i = \{1, 2, \ldots, 12\}$$

(15)

where $S_{\alpha b}(f)$ is the PSD given by (8). From the above equation it can be seen that the PSD at the output of the delay line increase linearly as a function of $i$. This can be used to distinguish the PSD of the sampled and held noise, $S_{\alpha b}(f)$, from all other noise sources.

As the PSD of sampled noise is equally distributed between zero and the sampling frequency a low sampling frequency (100kHz) was used. In this way the PSD is quite high and the sinc-function does not affect the measurements at low frequencies. The PSD was measure at the output of all CCOPs in the delay line. The PSVs were measured in the frequency range between 9kHz and 11kHz. The measured PSVs are averaged 1000 times to reduce the variance in the measurements. The result is shown in figure 3.

$$S_{\alpha b}(f) = 15.46 \frac{(pA)^2}{Hz}$$

(16)

$$S_{\alpha}(f) = 21.96 \frac{(pA)^2}{Hz}$$

(17)

This also shows that the PSD at the output depends linearly on the number of CCOPs used as stated in (15). Notice that $S_{\alpha}(f)$ is larger than $S_{\alpha b}(f)$. This clearly shows that it is necessary to use several measurement points to distinguish the sampled and held noise from all other noise sources. The measured PSD for the samples and held noise can now be compared with the result found in (8). The quiescent current in the CCOPs during the measurements was 3.70μA. A FSPICE simulation with the same quiescent current was performed. From this simulation the following parameters were found: $g_{m1} = 54.2 \frac{nA}{V}$, $g_{mb1} = 8.70 \frac{nA}{V}$, $g_{m4} = 26.6 \frac{nA}{V}$, $g_{mb4} = 6.63 \frac{nA}{V}$ and $C_i = 3.70pF$. Inserting the relevant parameter into (8), (9) and (10) the PSD is calculated to be:

$$S_{\alpha b}(f) = 19.27 \frac{(pA)^2}{Hz}$$

(18)

which only deviates by a factor of $\frac{19.27}{15.46} = 1.246$, which corresponds to 0.96dB, from the measured PSD.

In (8) it would probably be possible to measure $\omega_0$ but it is not possible to measure $S_{\alpha b}$ directly. Therefore it was chosen to compare the measured $S_{\alpha b}(f)$ with simulations. Still, the measured and calculated PSDs correspond very well.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper a noise analysis of analog sampled data systems is presented. A switched-current delay line has been designed to verify the noise calculations. A measurement technique is presented that makes it possible to distinguish the sampled and held noise from all other noise sources. Using this technique the PSD of the sampled and held noise of a single SI current copier is measured.

It is verified that the sampled and held noise is shaped by a sinc-function, that introduces zeros in the measured PSD that depend on the duty cycle and the sampling period. It is also verified that the PSD is proportional to the duty cycle squared and inversely proportional to the sampling frequency. Furthermore, it is shown that the PSD is proportional to the quiescent current in the switched current delay line. Finally, it is shown that the absolute level of the measured PSD correspond very well with the calculated levels based on simulations.
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